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1. Introduction

4. Improved First-Order Optimization Methods

PETSc/TAO is a software library for the scalable solution of linear, nonlinear, and
ODE/DAE systems, computation of adjoints (sometimes called sensitivities) of ODE
systems, and optimization. It has been developed and supported at ANL for more
than 20 years, with other developers contributing from around the world.

4.1 Unified Acceleration Framework for NCG and QN Algorithms
• Diagonalized BFGS formula leveraged as preconditioners for nonlinear conjugate
gradient (NCG) and Hessian initialization for quasi-Newton (QN) methods.
• Exploits mathematical connection between NCG and QN formulas through the
Perry-Shanno scheme.

Through ECP, we are working to extend the utility of PETSc/TAO for exascaleclass machines through both algorithmic improvements and close-to-the-hardware
performance optimizations. We are also developing libEnsemble, a library to facilitate running ensembles of forward simulations within a tight loop of optimization,
sensitivity analysis, and uncertainty quantification.

Figure 2: Initial performance of GAMG on Summit at scale, running the SNES ex56 3D linear elasticity benchmark. Preconditioner setup is performed on the CPU, while the multigrid solve
happens on the GPU. Speedup of GPU vs. CPU at scale is about 12.

2.3 Fully Supporting MPI communication on GPU

2. Enhancements to GPU Support and Experiences on Summit
PETSc provides GPU support via CUSPARSE and ViennaCL:
CUDA/CUSPARSE
ViennaCL
Programming Model
CUDA
CUDA/OpenCL/OpenMP
Operations
Vector, MatMult
Vector, MatMult
Matrix Formats
CSR, ELL, HYB
CSR
Preconditioners
ILU0
SA/Agg-AMG, Par-ILU0
MPI-related
Scatter
Example using ViennaCL GPU implementation of Chow-Patel parallel ILU:
./ex12 -vec_type viennacl -mat_type aijviennacl -pc_type chowiluviennacl
-m $M -n $N -log_summary

Additional GPU Functionality:
• OpenCL residual evaluation for PetscFE
• GPU support for SuperLU-dist and SuiteSparse

We recently unified implementations of the two communication modules in PETSc:
VecScatter, which provides communication on PETSc vectors, and PetscSF, which
can do communication on any graph of any data type.
• Both VecScatter and PetscSF can communicate data on GPU, with or without
GPU-aware MPI support.
• Source data and destination data in communication do not need to be at the
same place (i.e., host or device).
• GPU-aware MPI (such as IBM Spectrum MPI, OpenMPI, MVAPICH2-GDR, etc.)
gives better performance, since PETSc does not need to copy data from GPU to
CPU for communication purposes anymore.
• PETSc overlaps local and remote communications, and also properly manages
synchronization around MPI calls and pack/unpack kernels.
• Performance results on Summit with Spectrum MPI:
– An MPI latency test (ping-pong) written in PetscSF only adds 1µs overhead
compared to OSU MPI microbenchmarks on GPUs.
– The sparse matrix vector multiplication of PETSc, i.e., MatMult, enjoys a 17%
performance improvement over regular MPI with 6 MPI ranks and 6 GPUs.

• GPU support for PETSc’s native GAMG algebraic multigrid:

Table 2: Total of 100 times of MatMult on one node of Summit. Matrix used is Florida HV15R, of

2.1 Experiences on the Summit pre-exascale system

size about 2M×2M. Three methods are (A): No CUDA-aware MPI, copy vector segment containing
needed entries to CPU and then do communication; (B): No CUDA-aware MPI, only copy needed
vector entries to CPU then do communication; (C): CUDA-aware MPI.

• We have conducted detailed performance benchmarking and modeling studies for
basic PETSc operations on OLCF’s Summit, which is the closest available proxy
for anticipated exascale systems.

Methods MatMult Time CPU to GPU GPU to CPU
(Sec.)
Copy (MB)
Copy (MB)
A
0.130
102.0
269.0
B
0.108
102.0
102.0
C
0.089
0.0
0.0
A
0.096
46.1
67.2
B
0.097
46.1
46.1
C
0.097
0.0
0.0

Configure
6 ranks +
6 GPUs

• These studies provide a basis for heuristics to determine, for example, which
levels of a multigrid hierarchy should be executed on CPU vs. GPU.

24 ranks +
6 GPUs

3. libEnsemble: Coordinating Concurrent HPC Evaluations
libEnsemble is a Python library to coordinate the concurrent evaluation of dynamic
ensembles of calculations. It is developed to use massively parallel resources to
accelerate the solution of design, decision, and inference problems and to expand
the class of problems that can benefit from increased concurrency levels. Supports:
• Extreme scaling
• Resilience/fault tolerance
• Monitoring/killing of jobs (and recovering resources)
• Portability and flexibility
• Exploitation of persistent data/control flow

Figure 1: Effect of vector size on AXPY performance and memory throughput (one MPI rank per
GPU) on a single node of the OLCF Summit system. Note that as the vector sizes become large,
the GPUs perform significantly better than the 42 Power9 CPU cores available, but the CPU cores
can be significantly faster for smaller vector sizes. The figure on the right presents an alternative,
work-time spectrum view of the data: in this view, both asymptotic bandwidth and latency of the
operations can be read directly from the figure.
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2.2 GAMG algebraic multigrid on GPUs
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• Employs a manager/worker communication using MPI, multiprocessing, or TCP
• Interfaces with user-provided executables, for example, numerical simulations using considerable parallel resources.
• Controls and monitors calculations using different levels of resources, from subnode jobs to many-node simulations.
• Provides job controller to ensure that scripts are portable, resilient, and flexible
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3.3 Example use cases
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Figure 4: Utilization graph and run-time histogram for a performance run of OPAL particle accel(a) Structured Mesh Aggregates
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5. Application Collaborations
PETSc/TAO is being used by ten distinct software components of six ECP projects,
and also has interactions with five ECP co-design centers. Below, we give some
examples of how PETSc is being used. We are always looking for new collaboration
opportunities: Please speak with us if you think PETSc may be of interest for
your science.

ADSE05-Subsurface
• Chombo-Crunch using PETSc GAMG for solving Poisson and Helmholtz-type
problems in complex flow domains, where geometric multigrid performs poorly
• A PETSc interface for GEOSX flow and poroelasticity code is now in place.

(b) Unstructured
Mesh simulations
Aggregates
erator

iment (Molins et al., Environ. Sci. Technol., 2014). Right: GEOS simulation of 3D distribution of
fluid pressure and fracture aperture along a hydraulic fracture. http://goo.gl/Vfd9tE

ADSE12-WDMApp: Whole Device Modeling of Fusion Plasmas
• XGC particle-in-cell code used to model edge region employs PETSc GAMG
algebraic multigrid in electromagnetic field solver.
• GENE (continuum code used to treat core region in toroidal reactor) uses PETSc
+ SLEPc for eigenvalue computations and determination of maximum linear time
step; Uses PETSc Krylov solvers and additive Schwarz to solve field equations.
• M3D-C1 extended MHD code uses PETSc and SuperLU to solve linear systems
in implicit time advance.

Figure 8: Left: Simulation of plasma within a tokamak. Green curve shows the magnetic separatrix,
which is included in the XGC grid. Image: C.S. Chang, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Right:
GENE global gyrokinetic simulation of turbulence in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, performed using
GENE. From genecode.org.

ADSE18-ExaStar: Exascale Models of Stellar Explosions

• Poseidon, a new solver for the conformally
flat metric approximation (CFA) to the Einstein
field equations for use within Chimera or other
parts of the ExaStar framework, uses PETSc
single-level solvers for the five-component elliptical Jacobian systems arising from its Newton solver. Enabling use of PETSc nonlinear
solvers and multigrid schemes is planned.
• FLASH5 multiphysics simulations can now utiFigure 9: Entropy plot for
lize PETSc as a bottom-level solver through
Chimera simulation of coreAMReX.

– AmgX approach difficult to use due to differences in
decomposition across MPI ranks.
– ViennaCL algorithm exploits fine-grain parallelism but
cannot be used directly on PETSc’s parallel matrix.

• Preconditioned Gradient Descent
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3.2 Details
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Preconditioning with diagonalized BFGS improves step direction scaling and eliminates reliance on specialized line searches, allowing TAO to combine many NCG
update formulas under a single algorithm using the More-Thuente line search.
Available NCG updates:
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Example gen_f, sim_f, alloc_f, and calling scripts are included.
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Figure 3: Diagram of libEnsemble’s manager/worker paradigm
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4.2 Single NCG Algorithm, Many NCG Formulas

Figure 7: Left: Chombo-Crunch simulated flow and pH inside a crushed calcite capillary exper-
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Comparison of NCG (left) and QN (right) methods with and without preconditioning/Hessian initialization.

libEnsemble is governed by three routines:
• gen_f Generates inputs to sim_f
• sim_f Evaluates a simulation or other evaluation based on output from gen_f
• alloc_f Decides whether sim_f or gen_f should be called (and with what
input/resources) as workers become available

which time for data transfer is characterized by a start-up latency l and a bandwidth b (subscripts
C and G denote CPU and GPU, respectively). In our linear model, the fraction of peak achieved
n
will be beta = l×b
. Small vectors have n = 103–105 entries, medium 105–107, and large 107–108.
Latency is in 10−6 seconds, bandwidth in 8,000 Mbytes/second.
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Figure 5:

3.1 Overview

Table 1: Summary of PETSc vector operation performance on Summit, using a linear model in

Vec size

• Sieve algorithm automatically selects best default parameters based on extensive
numerical experiments with CUTEst problems.

collapse supernova (from ExaStar website).

with high failure rates. Run on 1024 Theta/ALCF nodes

Fig. 1.1. Example of a mesh (gray) and aggregates (outlined in black). Nodes are labeled
with the order in which they are visited by the sequential aggregation algorithm and the root nodes,
selected3–7,
in the
first phase of the algorithm, are colored in gray. Nodes that are adjacent to a root
February
2020.
node, such as nodes 1 and 6 in 1.1a are aggregated in phase 1. Nodes that are not adjacent to a
root node, such as nodes 8, 16, and 34 in 1.1a are aggregated in second phase.
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